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Abstract 
 
Environmental regulations have been tightened since Volkswagen's diesel 

gates. To cope with environmental regulations, eco-friendly cars should be 

developed, but due to the high price, it is difficult to be accepted by all 

consumers. As customer needs diversify, the product life cycle is shortening 

and needs to be addressed. Manufacturers need to innovate their processes to 

diversify their products and reduce lead times. This paper aims to predict 

long-term future engine torque to secure development efficiency and 

competitiveness of internal combustion engines, which are the major 

components of automobiles. Sales data for 20 years from 1998 to 2017 were 

used, with weights based on sales volume. Based on the above data, time 

series analysis was conducted using three methods, MA, ARIMA, and Fitted 

Regression. The results of the prediction for each segment were derived, and 

the engine can be used to plan the engine with appropriate torque. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Since the 2015 „diesel gate‟, Volkswagen, the world's second-largest 

automaker group, raised the need for tightening environmental regulations 

worldwide [5]. Questions have been raised about the eco-friendliness of 

diesel engines, known as clean diesel, and some European cities are planning 

to prohibit the entry of vehicles with older diesel engines [17]. For that 

reason, as shown in Fig. 1, regulations on automobile emissions and 

greenhouse gases are tightening worldwide. In particular, the average 

regulation of makers' greenhouse gas emissions will be strengthened to 

95g/km in Europe in 2021, and 97g/km in Korea in 2020 and 99g/km in the 

US and Canada. Most of the rest of the regions also have a downward curve, 

and regulations are expected to be strengthened [24].  

 
Fig. 1: Historical fleet CO2 emissions performance and current standards (gCO2/km) 

for PC [24] 

 

Meet the environmental regulations should be developed for eco-friendly 

vehicles such as electric cars or hybrid cars, however, it is a difficult situation 

although acceptable to all consumers because of high prices. As customer 

needs diversify, the product life cycle is shortening. Manufacturers need to 

innovate their processes to diversify their products and reduce lead times. 

From this point of view, to reduce development complexity in 

developing new products, it is necessary to consider ways to reduce 

development load and component development costs. Modularization is one 

of the methods. Toyota, a Japanese automaker, announced a Dynamic Force 

engine that replaces the entire engine lineup [15.  
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The engine uses the same cylinder design for all engine lineups from 

small to large in modular design while improving performance and fuel 

economy through structural optimization. Along with the mass production of 

the engine, Range-Extended Electric Vehicle is being developed to make the 

parts in mass production possible [6]. Many mass-produced car brands are 

considering ways to improve fuel efficiency while sharing their existing 

powertrains [11]. 

This paper aims to predict long-term future engine torque secure the 

development efficiency and competitiveness of internal combustion engines, 

which are the major components of automobiles. The structure of this paper 

is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the research motivation. Chapter 3 explains 

the results, characteristics, and variables of data collection for analysis. 

Chapter 4 lists and describes the results of the analysis. Finally, Chapter 5 

presents the limitations of the study and future research directions. 

 

2 Research Motivation 
 

2.1 Modular Architecture Design 
 

As described above, a modular structure is adopted by various 

automobile companies. Volkswagen is optimizing to manufacture various 

products by applying the MQB platform [4], and Volvo is applying the SPA 

(Scalable Product Architecture) platform to respond through small changes to 

various regional requirements [7]. Lampón analyzed the main factors for 

adopting automotive modular architecture. When deploying various products 

in various regions, it is important to adopt a modular structure and 

modularize it in an appropriate number [13]. 

It seems that the necessity of applying the modular architecture design is 

gradually expanding according to the current situation in which mass 

customization is becoming more and more common. Design a detailed 

product that fits the modular architecture design, it must be universally 

applicable to various products. In other words, it is necessary to predict in 

advance the versatile specifications for products to which the same parts will 

be applied. 

 

2.2 Turbo-Charged Gasoline Engine 
 

The reason for choosing a gasoline engine is that emission control is 

advantageous over a diesel engine. Due to the above-mentioned Volkswagen 

diesel gate, doubts about eco-friendliness of diesel engines have been 

amplified, and the ban on entering the city center is increasing. France has set 

an official goal to ban the sale of new vehicles for internal combustion 

engines after 2040, and Germany will ban registration of internal combustion 

engines from 2030.  
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Major countries announced that they would ban sales and registration of 

internal combustion engines and entering the city center around 2030 [9]. In 

some areas, the entire internal combustion engine has been banned from 

entering, but gasoline engines with less nitrogen oxide emissions than diesel 

engines may be out of the ban. Most of the harmful substances in the exhaust 

gas of a gasoline engine are to be the most toxic substances through the 

three-way catalyst is through the oxidation-reduction reaction exhaust into a 

harmless state. In the case of nitrogen oxides, it occurs at a high combustion 

temperature. At the main operating point, gasoline engines having a lower 

combustion temperature than diesel engines have fewer nitrogen oxides due 

to this reason. Diesel engines use LNT and SCR to treat these nitrogen 

oxides below local regulations [20].However, since the thermal efficiency is 

relatively low compared to diesel fuel, gasoline engines have more total CO2 

emissions under the same conditions. Table 1 below compares the technical 

specifications of the gasoline powertrain and diesel powertrain models 

among BMW's 3 series models. 
Table 1: Technical specification comparison between diesel and gasoline vehicles 

(ADAC, 2020) 

Vehicle Model BMW 320i BMW 320D 

Powertrain type Inline 4 gas turbo engine 
Inline 4 diesel turbo 

engine 

Transmission 8-speed Automatic 8-speed Automatic 

Fuel type Gasoline Diesel 

Number of cylinders 4th 4th 

Displacement 1,998cc 1,995cc 

Max Power 184hp 190hp 

Max torque 300Nm 400Nm 

Empty weight 1,525kg 1,530kg 

CO2 Emission (NEDC) 126g/km 110g/km 

Total Consumption 

(NEDC) 
5.5l/100km 4.2l/100km 

 

It is the same with 4 cylinders, and the displacement is very similar, with 

a gasoline model of 1,998cc and a diesel model of 1,995cc with a difference 

of 3cc. The max power is 184hp for gasoline models and 190hp for diesel 

models, with only 6hp difference. On the other hand, the greenhouse gas 

emission is 126g/km for gasoline and 110g/km for diesel, showing a 

difference of 16g/km. Fuel consumption is also 5.5l/100km for gasoline 

models and 4.2l/100km for diesel models, showing a difference of 

1.3l/100km.  
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Although the displacement and weight are similar, it can be seen that the 

gasoline model has a higher CO2 emission and a higher total fuel 

consumption rate. Although diesel engines have an advantage in terms of 

greenhouse gas emissions, due to regulations such as restrictions on entry 

into the city center and the ban on sales, the internal combustion engine will 

be reorganized into a market focused on gasoline engines. 

The turbocharged engine was selected because it is environmentally 

friendly. Applying a turbocharger in the same engine specification can 

provide more air to the combustion chamber, resulting in higher torque and 

peak power. This means that with the turbocharger, similar maximum power 

can be obtained with less displacement, and vehicles with the same weight 

can be operated with less displacement. When an engine with a lower 

displacement is operated, fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 

decrease in direct proportion to the reduction in displacement. This is a 

downsizing turbo engine, which is why it is more environmentally friendly 

than a natural intake engine. 

 
2.3 Time Series Model 
 

An important reason to predict the future will be to get rid of the 

uncertainty in the current situation and get the desired results. Yang (2015) 

applied the Kalman filter model to simplify the measurement equation of 

time series analysis [22]. Amrit (2015) studied time series models to predict 

the sales of the footwear industry [3]. Amit (2017) used a variety of methods 

to predict the production of solar and wind energy among eco-friendly 

energy [2]. In this study, prediction is performed using a time series model to 

predict the future torque and weight requirements based on torque and weight 

data of vehicles sold worldwide. 

 

3 Data Collection and Purification 
 

The analysis focused on the North American market, where gasoline 

sales are highest. Fig. 2 below shows a breakdown of the type of gasoline 

engine intake analysis at IHS Company, starting from 2021 the share of turbo 

engines can see beyond the weight of the naturally aspirated engine [8]. 
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Fig. 2: Production forecast by type of gasoline engine 

 

Variables were selected through interviews with senior industry experts. 

Analytical data were taken from JATO's data [10]. North American market-

based sales data for 20 years from 1998 to 2017 were used, with weights 

based on sales volume. If the data, or value are empty, the purification is 

needed in advance because it is dirty, such as outliers exist [16]. The number 

of final data after the refining operation is 5,555 cases, and the variable 

composition of the data used is shown in Table 2 below. 
Table 2: Composition of Data 

Variable Variable Description Example 

Make group Automobile Manufacturer BMW 

Vehicle Segment Global vehicle segment B-SUV 

Kerb weight Car weight for a certification test 1650kg 

Max torque Engine torque (power) 500Nm 

Yr98~Yr17 
Sales volume by year for each 

vehicle 
1,881 

 

Torque is an important factor in the performance of the vehicle, but it is 

directly proportional to the weight of the vehicle. This is because high 

torques are required when moving heavy vehicles, and low torques when 

moving relatively light vehicles. Considering this point, the final predicted 

variable is defined in Equation 1 below. 

                                               (1) 
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By predicting the above values, you can determine if you are demanding 

a leisurely performance for each year. Depending on the weight of the 

vehicle to be built in the future, it is also possible to construct an engine 

family with the appropriate peak torque. 

 

4 Result of Data Analysis 
 

Based on the above data, time series analysis was conducted using three 

methods, Moving Average (MA), Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving 

Average (ARIMA), and Fitted Regression, and the results are shown in Table 

3 below. MA and ARIMA conservatively reflect past trends, and Fitted 

Regression features dynamic follow-up over other models. 
Table 3: Result of TQ/KW future prediction 

Vehicle 

Segment 
TQ/KW tendency TQ/KW of 2017 

TQ/KW of 2030 

MA ARIMA Fitted Reg. 

C-SUV Decrease 0.195 0.190 0.189 0.176 

D-SUV Increase 0.206 0.200 0.204 0.203 

C-Sedan 
Decrease after 

upward 
0.213 0.221 0.224 0.190 

D-Sedan Stay after rise 0.227 0.231 0.232 0.237 

E-Sedan Stay after rise 0.272 0.264 0.254 0.297 

  

The data reflect each vehicle sales as a weight. Details of the prediction 

result for each vehicle segment are as follows.  

Fig. 3 shows a C-SUV's TQ / KW is decreasing significantly compared 

to 2006, and all three models are expected to be lower than before. While the 

other models remain the same, the results of the Fitted regression model 

appear to continue downward. 

 
Fig. 3: C-SUV‟s TQ/KW Forecast 
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Fig. 4 shows the TQ / KW forecast of D-SUV, which is maintained after 

the sharp rise in TQ / KW from 2006. Since the subsequent fluctuations are 

not large, the prediction results of all three models are similar. 

 
Fig. 4: D-SUV‟s TQ/KW Forecast 

 

Fig. 5 shows C-Sedan's TQ / KW forecast, which remained until 2017 

after a sharp rise, with values ranging from 0.21 to 0.22. The value was 

predicted to decrease rapidly to 0.19, and MA and ARIMA predicted a slight 

increase. 

 

 
Fig. 5: C-Sedan‟s TQ/KW Forecast 

 

Fig. 6 above shows D-Sedan's TQ / KW forecast. After a sharp rise in 

2004, it rises and falls. The prediction results were 0.231 ~ 0.237 for all three 

models, with the smallest difference between the models. 
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Fig. 6: D-Sedan‟s TQ/KW Forecast 

Fig. 7 above shows E-Sedan's TQ / KW forecast, which shows that 

historical data is maintained after a significant rise and fall. The MA and 

ARIMA forecasts predicted a slight decline. Fitted Reg expects to rise after 

some time. 

 
Fig. 7: E-Sedan‟s TQ/KW Forecast 

In some analysis results, Fitted Regression and other prediction results 

may be different. In particular, in the case of C-sedan and C-SUV, the Fitted 

Regression model seems to follow more volatility. In this case, it is necessary 

to try to identify other factors in selecting a predictive model. 

 

3 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, the torque of the future gasoline turbo engine is estimated 

using historical data. The maximum torque to the kerb weight is predicted 

based on the global segment, and when the torque value to be exerted by the 

engine is determined, design freedom is reduced by one step, which is  
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advantageous in optimizing other values. By specifying predictors as torque 

to kerb weight, you can determine the level of performance a consumer 

requires. 

The necessity of this study is as follows. When deciding on a 

specification in the existing product planning, the method of identifying 

consumer needs through interviews and making policy decisions was mainly 

used. For example, Mercedes-Benz, in particular, has a high maximum 

torque value unlike most mass-produced brands, which is believed to be 

based on the policy decision that Mercedes' performance is a priority. 

However, in this study, we focused on understanding the torque level that 

consumers prefer, using the maximum torque and kerb weight that have 

weighted sales data of past vehicles as weights. If the above data predict 

torque to kerb weight after 10 years, it is possible to design a product that 

meets the needs of the consumer and to share the specifications of the 

components mounted on the product at the same time. In other words, it is 

possible to manufacture a part that is commonly used to cope with the future 

shorter product life cycle, it can be advantageous for development costs and 

guarantee. The limitation of this paper is that it could not refine the 

prediction result such as analyzing the event of the inflection point of the 

data and reflecting it as the weight. In the future, we will analyze the external 

factors that influence the powertrain specification and conduct correlation 

analysis. 
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